Ultrafast terahertz (THz) pump-probe spectroscopy reveals unusual out-of-equilibrium Cooper pair dynamics driven by femtosecond (fs) optical quench of superconductivity (SC) in iron pnictides. We observe a two-step quench of the SC gap, where an abnormally slow (many 100's of ps) quench process is clearly distinguished from the usual fast (sub-ps) hot-phonon-mediated scattering channel. This pair breaking dynamics depends strongly on doping, pump fluence, and temperature. The above observations, together with quantum kinetic modeling of non-equilibrium SC and magnetic correlations, provide evidence for photogeneration of a transient state where SC competes with build-up of spin-density-wave (SDW) excitonic correlation between quasi-particles (QP).
Ultrafast optical tailoring of transient quantum states provides a new way to discover, design, and control exotic correlated materials phases. Recent examples include, among others, quantum femtosecond magnetism [1] and laser-induced superconductivity [2] . This strategic approach is implemented by non-thermal separation, within a certain time window, of distinct coupled orders. The latter are strongly intertwined in equilibrium, but respond differently to strong fs photoexcitation [3, 4] . Iron-arsenide based superconductors (FeSCs) [5] are well-suited for such non-equilibrium control, as their properties are determined by competing SC, SDW, nematic and structural orders [6] . Here we address two open issues in FeSCs: (i) how to use non-equilibrium SC pairing/pair breaking to distinguish between two different bosonic channels, i.e., phonon and SDW, that determine the SC and excitation properties, (ii) how instabilities in two different correlation channels, i.e., Cooper and excitonic, can lead to controllable transient states.
Ultrafast THz spectroscopy is well-suited for disentangling strongly-coupled excitations. In SCs, this can be achieved by directly probing out-of-equilibrium Cooper pairs and their dynamics following strong pump photoexcitation. By tuning the THz probe frequency in the vicinity of the SC gaps 2∆ SC of few meV, low-frequency THz electrodynamics can be used to directly measure the time evolution of a SC condensate. The latter is "suddenly" driven away from equilibrium, by fs optical excitation here, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . Previous pump-probe experiments showed that the dynamic evolution of a SC condensate following high-frequency optical pump mostly comes from its interactions with hot bosonic excitations [7, 8] . In FeSCs, both phonon and SDW channels with distinct ultrafast responses are expected to play an important role. Although the SC dynamics in FeSCs has been measured before in the optical high frequency region [9] , time-resolved THz spectroscopy experiments in the SC states have been scarce so far.
Photogeneration of non-equilibrium states in quantum materials with competing SC and density wave orders, such as the FeSCs, provides an opportunity to elucidate the role of electron-hole (e-h) channels, in addtional to Cooper channel, in high-T c superconductivity. In equilibrium, the SDW phase of FeSCs shows a spontaneous coherence emerging from nested e-like and h-like Fermi sea pockets, with transition to a (0, π)/(π, 0) spin-striped state [10, 11] . Following photoexcitation of QPs in the e and h pockets, an excitonic instability can be triggered by the residual inter-pocket magnetic interaction (illustrated in Fig. 1(b) ). We refer to a QP e-h pair state as an excitonic SDW state. Such out-of-equilibrium collective behavior remains, however, elusive so far.
In this letter, we present an ultrafast THz spectroscopy investigation of the non-equilibrium dynamics of the SC order in Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 We find that Cooper pair breaking subsequent to strong fs optical excitation follows an unusual two-step temporal profile. In particular, the usual phonon scattering channel (τ F ast ) is distinguished from an additional very slow SC quench (τ Slow ). The latter lasts for many 100's of ps under strong pumping. The pump fluence dependence of the SC quench differs significantly between the under-and overdoped regimes with different SDW coherence. The remarkably slow pair-breaking dynamics, together with quantum kinetic modeling, provide evidence for the formation of a non-equilibrium correlated state of QP e-h pairs competing with SC, which is driven by excitonic correlation of the disconnected Fermi sea pockets.
The samples are single-crystalline Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 with cobalt substitutions of x=0.047 and 0.1. In the underdoped sample (x=0.047), long-range SDW and structural phase transitions appear at T N =48 K and T S =66 K, respectively [11] . The phase transitions are absent in the overdoped sample (x=0.100). Both samples exhibit a SC transition at T C ∼ 17 K. Our optical pumpTHz probe reflectivity spectroscopy setup is described in detail elsewhere [12] . The opaque sample is mounted at 45 o to incident light and cooled to T=4.1 K.
We start with the equilibrium THz measurements of the static SC order and energy gap. The typical static THz reflection spectra, R(T ), of Ba(Fe 0.953 Co 0.047 ) 2 As 2 are shown in Fig. 1(c) . We compare temperatures T =4.1 K (red diamonds) and 18 K (black rectangles), below and above the SC transition respectively. These spectra are obtained through Fourier transform of the measured time domain THz field traces, e.g., the redline curve in the inset of Fig. 1(d) . They are normalized by the normal state 20 K trace (not shown). The ratio R(4.1 K)/R(20 K) in the measured spectral range of 1-11 meV exhibits the characteristic SC profile. The distinct upward cusp with maximum at ∼5 meV reflects the SC energy gap 2∆ SC . In contrast, R(18 K)/R(20 K) ∼ 1 has a featureless spectral shape. The measured reflectivity spectra are reproduced well by the Mattis-Bardeen (MB) theory and by Fresnel equations. In the lowfrequency/temperature limit, the measured ratio can be expressed as 1 + 4 ω/(πσ 1N ), where σ 1N is the normal state conductivity.
The ultrafast THz differential reflectivity ∆R/R SC in the underdoped compound is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1(d) demonstrates a distinct two-step temporal profile of pair-breaking dynamics. The initial sub-ps SC gap decrease (τ Fast ) is followed by a further very slow SC quench that lasts for an unusually long time ∼800 ps (τ Slow ). The strong temperature dependence in Fig. 1(d) coincides with the SC transition. Approaching the critical temperature from below, the transient signals quickly decrease, as seen in the 4.1 K (black circle) and 10 K traces (red), and diminish at T≈T C ≈ 17 K (blue).
We now present transient ∆R(ω)/R SC spectra that further point to non-equilibrium pair-breaking as the origin of the pump-induced THz signals. Figure 2(a) shows the temperature-dependent low frequency, ∼1-9 meV, differential reflectivity spectra of the underdoped x = 0.047 sample at a fixed long time delay of 700 ps. These spectra are obtained from the Fourier transform of the time-domain THz raw data ( Fig. 2(b) ). We note three distinct features of ∆R(ω)/R SC : (1) The negative low frequency change ∆R(ω)/R SC <0 indicates photoinduced condensate breaking processes. (2) The pumpprobe transient spectra exhibit the characteristic SC line- shape with cusp peak at 2∆ SC (black arrow). This lineshape can be reproduced well by the MB theory, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) . (3) Approaching the critical temperature from below, we see that ∆R(ω)/R SC quickly diminish as the cusp at 2∆ SC shifts to lower frequencies (black arrows, Fig. 2(a) ). This SC gap temperature dependence is summarized in the top panel of Fig. 2(b) . In addition, we compared the integrated reflectivity spectral weight associated with the SC states and the ∆R/R SC amplitude at t gate =4.4 ps. The strong correlation between the two at all temperatures ( Fig. 2(c) ) and fluences (inset, Fig. 4 (b)), allows us to study the ultrafast pairbreaking dynamics by recording ∆R/R SC as in Fig. 1 
(d).
Next we show the strong dependence of the nonequilibrium SC quench profile on pump fluence and doping. Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the photoinduced ∆R/R SC dynamics in the underdoped, x=0.047, sample and compare 36 µJ/cm 2 and 10 µJ/cm 2 pumping. Both excitations of the coupled SC/SDW ground state order show a sub-ps τ Fast followed by a 100's ps τ Slow process. Previous works in BCS and cuprate SCs have shown that the majority of the absorbed photon energy transfers to the phonon reservoir during the pulse [8] . Hot phonons then deplete the condensate on a few-ps timescale [7, 16] . This time interval becomes shorter (sub-ps) under the strong pumping used here, consistent with the the inset of Fig. 3(a) . Here the slow ∼800ps SC quench under strong pumping appears to be different from other superconductors (supplementary). For comparison, the inset of Fig. 3(c) shows the non-equilibrium pair breaking dynamics of the BCS superconductor LuNi 2 B 2 C. Unlike for the FeSCs, similar strong pumping of this superconductor exhibits single-step, sub-ps SC quenching, followed by partial recovery and long decay. This typical pair breaking temporal profile is consistent with the τ Fast component in the FeSCs. It can be explained in terms of QP scattering with high energy phonons, followed by condensate recovery governed by phonon relaxation [7] . A comparison of the two SC systems indicates that the additional, remarkably slow and yet strong, channel is exclusively present in the FeSCs. This appears to be distinct from the usual hot phonon bosonic channel. The continuing SC gap quench over many 100s of ps is "intrinsic" and unlikely to come from, e.g., heat diffusion, which would appear in both studied systems.
Figs. 3(c) and (d) show our results in the overdoped FeSC system (x=0.1), where there is no long-range SDW order in equilibrium. In this regime of the phase diagram, the quench temporal profile changes drastically with increasing pump fluence different from the underdoped regime. For example, while the slow SC quench is again seen at high fluences 78 µJ/cm 2 ( Fig. 3(c) ), at low pump fluences (12 µJ/cm 2 in Fig. 3(d) ) the initial fast quench is followed by a partial recovery similar to the BCS sample (inset, Fig. 3(c) ). Our results show that, for the overdoped ground state without SDW coherence, the slow SC quench channel only appears above a critical fluence. While in the underdoped regime with SC/SDW ground state, it persists down to much lower fluences. Such a strong distinction between sample doping corroborates that the continuing SC gap quench is "intrinsic" in FeSCs that differs from both BCS and cuprate SCs.
The striking fluence and doping dependences of the FeSC condensate quench are seen more clearly in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Here, the integrated spectral weight (SW), obtained from the peak-peak amplitude change ∆R/R SC at t gate =4.4 ps (inset, Fig. 4(b) ), is shown as function of pump fluence and compared between underdoped and overdoped regimes. Fig. 4(a) compares the fluence dependence in the overdoped regime (no SDW ground state coherence) between short 5 ps (red empty circle) and long 700 ps (black solid circle) time delays. The SC quench as function of photocarrier density is qualitatively different at short and long times and the two curves cross at ∼25 µJ/cm 2 . In particular, at ∆t=700 ps, we observe a transition from SC to normal state above a large critical pump fluence, Iq=182 µJ/cm 2 . Such transition is not observed at 5ps in the measured range, where the signal appears to saturate for high fluences. Fig. 4 (b) compares this SC-to-normal state transition at ∆t=700ps between the under-and overdoped samples. In the underdoped regime with SC/SDW coherence (x=0.047), the transition occurs at much smaller critical pump fluence ∼ 50 µJ/cm 2 than in the overdoped regime without SDW coherence. Below we provide an interpretation of these salient experimental features based on quantum kinetic calculations of photoinduced build-up of SDW excitonic correlation between the photoexcited e and h QPs.
The conventional Rotwarth-Taylor (RT) model [7, 17] , which describes QP interactions with a hot boson bath whose properties are not strongly affected by photoexcitation, does not provide a consistent fit of our experimental data (supplementary). There we summarize a density matrix equation-of-motion calculation of the QP population dynamics arising from the strong inter-pocket magnetic interaction in FeSCs. We focus on the buildup of e-h excitonic correlation after initial photocarrier relaxation [4] . The latter results in hot QP populations of disconnected e-and h-like Fermi sea pockets ( Fig.  1(b) ). Subsequently, interband residual interactions between such QPs can form excitonic pairs prior to interpocket relaxation that requires a large momentum transfer ( Fig. 1(b) ). Slow ps formation of Coulomb-bound excitonic correlation prior to interband recombination has been previously established in semiconductors [18] .
Our starting point for describing the QP population dynamics is the model of Refs. [14, 15] . This model captures the most essential features of the competition between SC and SDW orders in the FeSCs. Assuming for simplicity one e and one h pocket, we first transform to the basis of Bogoliubov quasi-particles with both SC and SDW coherence. We then study the effects of the residual inter-pocket interaction among these QPs in the SDW channel. High frequency pump excitation and fast photocarrier scattering with phonons creates QP incoherent distributions in both e and h pockets within 100fs timescales [4] . These hot distributions create an initial condition for subsequent non-thermal time evolution of QP e and h populations n p coupled by inter-pocket e-h correlation. The latter is driven by the residual QP interband interaction, which leads to Coulomb-correlated QP pairs (spin excitons) with total momentum determined by the difference between the e and h pockets. For our purposes here, we consider quasi-stationary solutions of the equations of motion. Prior to inter-pocket relaxation, we thus obtain a correlated SDW state formed by QP eh pairs with amplitude φ p . The latter is described by the generalized Wannier equation (supplementary)
Here, ε − p and ε + p are the single-QP energies and V k,p are the interband Coulomb matrix elements describing the residual interaction. The energy eigenvalue E describes excitonic corrections to the chemical potential, which develop as correlation builds up between the photoexcited QPs. E depends on the total photoexcited QP density ρ through the condition ρ = p n p , where the QP distribution n p is determined by (supplementary)
The above equations, together with SC/SDW order parameter equations discussed in the supplement, provide a self-consistent calculation of a correlated SDW/SC photoexcited state prior to inter-pocket recombination. They are similar to the description of incoherent excitonic correlation build-up in semiconductors [18] and transition between Bose condensation and BCS superconductivity in the case of fermions with attractive interaction [19] . Here we describe QP e-h pair states whose properties depend on the SC and SDW coherence analogous to Ref. [13] . This introduces a doping dependence that depends on the Fermi sea topology. Eq. (1) interpolates between the weak and strong coupling limits and can have both bound and unbound solutions, depending on QP density ρ, Pauli blocking effects, and inter-pocket interaction strength. With increasing ρ, the momentum dependence and magnitude of the QP distribution n p changes strongly due to its coupling with the QP pair amplitude φ p . This, in turn, affects the Pauli blocking effects that quench the SC gap. Fig. 4(c) compares the calculated quasi-stationary SC gap with or without the excitonic correlation φ p as a function of total QP density ρ. Since the pump-induced photocarriers have already relaxed during the initial ps quench, we model the initial condition by assuming quasiequilibrium Fermi-Dirac QP distributions with hot temperature determined by the total ρ (supplementary material). Fig. 4(c) shows the effects of SDW exciton formation on the SC gap in the overdoped regime, where only SC order is present in the ground state. The calculated SC gap without excitonic QP correlation, φ p =0 (red circles), shows a fast decrease at low QP densities, which flattens (saturates) as ρ increases further. This feature is in qualitative agreement with the measured fluence dependence of the SC gap at short ps time delays (red circles, Fig. 4(a) ). During short timescales, excitonic correlation has not had time to built-up yet and thus φ p ≈ 0. The Pauli blocking saturation behavior of the SC gap with increasing ρ results from the momentum dependence of n p , which for φ p =0 is similar to the simple BCS theory [20] .
With φ p =0 at later times, the QP distribution n p changes drastically. Our calculations show that SDW excitonic formation leads to a complete quench of the SC gap at elevated ρ (black curve in Fig. 4(c) ). The complex photoinduced interplay of an emergent correlated SDW state with the SC condensate thus results in a transition from SC to normal state above a critical pump fluence. This result is in qualitative agreement with the measured fluence dependence of the SC gap at 700 ps (black circles, Fig. 4(a) ). It supports our claim that the experimentally observed qualitative difference in the SC gap fluence dependence between long and short times arises from the delayed formation of a correlated SDW state. The latter requires build-up of excitonic correlation between the laser-induced e and h QP populations. Figure 4 (d) compares the calculated QP density dependence of the SC gap at long times between the underdoped (blue solid circle) and overdoped (black solid circle) regimes. The doping dependence of the critical pump fluence required for SC-to-normal state transition is in qualitative agreement with the experiment (compare to Fig. 4(b) ). While in the overdoped regime SC order can only compete with photoinduced SDW excitonic order, the additional condensed SDW coherence present in the underdoped regime results in SC-to-normal state transition at lower photoexcited QP densities. Such doping dependence of the residual e-h correlations comes from the differences in coherence and Fermi sea pockets between the overdoped and underdoped regimes. Finally, the inset of Figure 4(d) shows the calculated energy eigenvalue E per e-h pair as a function of QP density ρ. At low ρ, we obtain a bound SDW excitonic state, which however becomes unbound due to phase-space filling Pauli effects.
In conclusion, we performed the first ultrafast THz spectroscopy in FeSCs to demonstrate the existence of an additional, remarkably slow, pair-breaking channel. This is consistent with our theoretical prediction that the build-up of SDW excitonic correlation between laserinduced e and h QPs manifests itself in the long-time THz formation dynamics with strong pump-fluence and doping dependence. The fast control demonstrated here by adjusting both pump fluence and doping may be used to access hidden density-wave phases and quantum criticality under the SC dome in high-T c superconductors.
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In the conventional Rothwarf-Taylor model, the dynamics of QP and hot boson populations, ρ(t) and N (t) respectively, are described by coupled differential equations [17] . In the strong bottleneck regime, where the decay rate of the hot bosons is small, the pre-bottleneck dynamics can be solved analytically, yielding the QP dynamics [7] 
Here, R is the QP recombination rate while β defines the probability of pair-breaking by hot bosons. The dimensionless parameters
are determined by the photoexcited initial QP (ρ 0 ) and hot boson (N 0 ) populations, with -1≤ K ≤1 [7] . To obtain the parameters β and R, we fit the time-delay traces of the measured THz differential reflectivity ∆R/R SC shown in Fig. 3 by using Eq. (3) as in Refs. [16, 21] . However, our fits produce unphysical K <-1. This indicates that the conventional Rothwarf-Taylor model does not provide a consistent description of the many 100's of ps relaxation observed in FeSCs with increasing strong pump photexcitation.
MANY-BODY THEORY OF EXCITONIC SDW CORRELATION FORMATION Hamiltonian
In this section we provide a brief overview of our microscopic theory, with full details and further calculations to be presented elsewhere [24] . We use the simplest model Hamiltonian believed to give a good qualitative description of the competition between SC and SDW order in the iron pnictides [14, 15] :
Ground-state configuration
Following previous works, the equilibrium SC properties can be described by treating the above Hamiltonian Eq.(5) in the mean-field approximation [14, 15] :
where the SC order parameters ∆ c and ∆ f are given by [15] 
The sums in Eq. (10) only include the set W of wavevectors k with |ξ λ (k)| ≤ ω C , where ω C is the cut-off frequency. Hartree-Fock decoupling of the magnetic interaction Eq. (8) gives [15] 
with SDW order parameter [15] 
assumed to be polarized in the z-direction [23] . The SDW order is assumed for simplicity to form with a single momentum Q = Q 0 + q between the electron and hole pockets, which becomes commensurate for q = 0. We only include this momentum in our calculations here. The mean-field Hamiltonian
is diagonalized exactly, yielding the self-consistent temperature-dependent SC and SDW gap equations that characterize the thermal equilibrium state [15] :
with kernels
and excitation energies
To compute the equilibrium state, we solved the above mean-field gap equations self-consistently for given equilibrium chemical potential µ determined by the level x of Co doping. While the above equations may also be used to describe a quasi-thermal photoinduced state characterized by time-dependent temperature and chemical potential, the main effects of interest here come from nonthermal deviations from such quasi-thermal state, which occur prior to thermalization of the photoexcited QPs between the Fermi sea pockets.
Non-thermal dynamics
To study the photo-excited incoherent dynamics that govern our experiment, we first introduce a basis of Bogoliubov QPs, defined by the transformation
Here, u k , v k , w k , x k ,ū k ,v k ,w k , andx k are coherence factors that depend on the instantaneous SC and SDW order parameters. We include for simplicity only a single momentum q in H ∆ and H m as discussed above. Since we are interested in SDW excitonic state formation, we consider the full inter-pocket SDW interaction Eq. (8) without factorization, which introduces relaxation driven by the inter-band interaction. On the other hand, the SC interaction is treated within the mean-field approximation for simplicity. Substituting Eq.(15) into the above Hamiltonian and eliminating the off-diagonal quadratic contributions, we transform the Hamiltonian in the QP basis for given order parameters ∆ c , ∆ f and M :
where we introduced
As in the simple BCS theory, the excitation of QP populations quenches both the SC and the SDW order parameters. We simplify the problem by assuming that, after the initial sub-ps QP relaxation, the QP distributions are all similar for high frequency optical pump excitation at ∼1.5eV:
The time evolution of the SC and SDW order parameters monitored by the THz probe is determined by the time evolution of the above QP populations, which we describe by deriving equations of motion using the full above Hamiltonian. The scattering processes determined by H m lead to QP relaxation described by
The higher density matrices C SDW that appear on the right-hand side of the above equations involve four QP operators and are defined after subtracting all factorizable contributions by using a cluster-expansion as in [18] :
For C SDW =0 we recover the mean-field results, while the four-QP density matrices describe correlation build-up and scattering among QPs. Such processes modify the QP distributions as compared to mean field, which leads to time-dependent SC order parameter quench. The equations of motion of C SDW describe the time evolution of correlations among the photoexcited QPs and are derived similar to Ref. [18] :
where the QP energies are given by
The usual scattering among individual QPs is described by the source terms The next two lines on the rhs of Eqs. (25) and (26) give the most important contributions here. As soon as non-thermal QP populations are excited in the e and h Fermi sea pockets, S p,k =0 and the above equations describe screening build-up and formation of spin-excitons among the laser-induced QPs. Renormalization of the QP energies and screening-type effects are described by the remaining two-particle contributions D p,k 1,2 . The coupling to three-particle correlations, T p,k 1,2 , introduces relaxation of the SDW excitonic correlation. C p,k SDW,2 is mostly significant in the strong excitation regime, as it requires an appreciable imbalance between QP distributions such that (n αβ k − n γδ k ) is non-vanishing. In contrast, C p,k SDW,1 becomes large already at low QP densities. Here we assume that high-frequency pump excitation results in similar nonthermal densities of α-, β-and γ-, δ-QPs, so we neglect C p,k SDW,2 . More details on the full theory will be presented elsewhere [24] .
Generalized Wannier equation for describing the excitonic correlation matrices. [24] . The coupled Eqs. (2) and (30), together with the order parameter equations (21) and coherent factor expressions, yield a self-consistent calculation of the many-body state defined by (φ p , n p , ∆ c , ∆ f , M ). This result corresponds to an adiabatic solution of the equations of motion and describes the non-equilibrium state reached after formation/buildup of SDW correlation and before the system thermalizes via scattering across the Fermi sea pockets.
Numerical Calculations
In our numerical calculations presented in Fig. 4 , we first computed the thermal ground state configuration by solving the SDW and SC gap equations (13) selfconsistently for a given doping level. We then solved Eqs. (1) and (2) together with the order parameter equations iteratively until convergence was reached. The energy eigenvalue E determines the total QP density ρ = 1/S k n k and thus corresponds to excitonic corrections to the chemical potential. In all numerical calculations we used typical parameters of Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , which yield a good qualitative agreement with the experimentally observed doping dependence of the SC and SDW orders [15] . To model the photoinduced initial condition immediately after the initial phonon-induced ultrafast SC gap quench following photocarrier relaxation, we assume that the excited QPs have relaxed into the different pockets and describe their distributions for simplicity by Fermi-Dirac distributions 
In the actual calculations presented here, T α,β and T γ,δ were chosen such that the total densities of the different QPs are the same, i. e. ρ ≡ ρ α,β = ρ γ,δ . However, our conclusions do not depend on how we describe the initial QP distributions, which form following relaxation of the photocarriers from high energy energy states populated by the pump that are not well known.
